
A VISUAL GLOSSARY

 

SEEING THRUART
a JUNGIAN approach to imaginal research

 



DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY
C. G. Jung; Charting the fathomless depths of the soul
  

VISUAL GLOSSARY
Art-Based Methodology; Bridging theory and practice 

Jung (1961) said, “the years when I was pursuing my inner images [in TRB] were the most important in 
my life—in them everything essential was decided,” referring to “the later details” as “only supplements 
and clarifications of the material that burst forth from the unconscious” at this time (p. 199). The images 
of TRB provided “the prima materia for a lifetime’s work” (p. 199), and it took Jung “nearly forty-five years,” 
to “distill” them “within the vessel” of his “scientific work” (p. 199). In this process of distillation Jung’s 
art-based practice gave birth to theory, and this visual glossary seeks to communicate this theory to help 
understand the practice.        
 
At the beginning of TRB Jung (2009) said that he had lost his soul by turning her into “an object of” his 
“judgement and knowledge” (p. 128) and a “dead system” (p. 129) and in its painted pages he sought 
and found her in a “knowledge of the heart” that “is in no book and is not to be found in the mouth of any 
teacher” (p. 133). She was “a living and self-existing being” (p. 129). 

In TRB Jung repeatedly claimed to speak for his soul in her language of art and a knowledge of the heart 
or “Eros” who is “a source of knowledge” (p. 565). This is the “enlightening thought” that the soul insists 
“comes from the body” (p. 485), and it is the basis of imaginal scholarship. 

 

“The wealth of 
the soul exists in 

images.” 
(TRB, p. 130)
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90% 
of information 

is received 
visually   

 

 



GLOSSARY TERMS A
In this glossary, like the website, images will be visual and verbal as exemplified by 

TRB which Jung’s soul insisted was art and Jung said should be viewed as a painting. 
While both visual and verbal l i teracy combine the focus in on remembering 
how to learn through art as a creative, education, and therapeutic practice. 

In combining psychology and art this website hopes to integrate art’s cooperative 
model of learning embodied in Pablo Picasso’s statement: “Good artists copy; great 
artists steal” and his insistence that he never painted, it was all “research” and “nature.” 

The idea is to let the art birth unconscious images as a lotus that grows from the 
depths to blossom under the sun.

“Just as conscious contents can vanish into the unconscious, other contents can also 
arise from it. Besides a majority of mere recollections, really new thoughts and creative 
ideas can appear which have never been conscious before. They grow up from the dark 

depths like a lotus.” Carl Jung, Man and His symbol, p. 37
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“I, your soul, am your mother . . . I teach you the arts. . . 
I am your body, your shadow, your effectiveness in this 

world” (p. 582).



SUPREME CONSCIOUSNESS
In this process the left eye, archetypally associated with the soul (anima), 
unconscious, and past (along with the integrative right hemisphere of the brain) 

is symbolically conjoined with the right eye, associated with the mind (animus), 
conscious, and future (along with the discrete left hemisphere of the brain) to 

activate the agni center and the transcendent function. 

The opening of the third eye and the intuition is a fundamental part 
of and I imagine purpose of this archetypal art-based process.

Descartes called the agni center the seat of the soul and it is through this center that 
you can bridge to and enter the image. When you do this, you are looking out or back on

 yourself. This is a spatial activity for the imagination and the imaginal body that will prove 
essential in orienting to the sacred geometry and structure of the images (especially 

right and left), which will be the inverse of the viewer. This is another way of viewing 
images (visual imagery in particular) in which you look at and out from the image.

In art some of the symbolism is oriented to the viewer’s right and left and in TRB Jung 
spoke of movements and orientation regarding the right and left. To relate to and as the 

figure in the art, put yourself into the image. To do this I imagine that you are entering 
the image and turning to look back. Embodying the image in this way you are 

effectively looking at the image and looking back at yourself.

The left eye is identified with the creative soul, lunar feminine, unconscious, and prehistory
The right eye is identified with the rational mind, solar masculine, conscious, and infinity

Jung called these the 2 eyes of heaven with agni center the seat of the soul and 
“supreme consciousness” (p. 182)

Just as Jung returned from TRB’s depths to continue his theoretical work, it is 
important to understand the movement between image and imagination as a 
practice and the theory they birth, while not falling prey to the lie of the word 
but reaffirming its living essence. 

“You believe in the idol of words.” (Jung, 2009, p. 298)

The glossary bridges between the conscious and unconscious, theory and 
practice words and images, logos and mythos (specifically represented by 
Eros in TRB and in this website). In alternating the text and imagery, the hope 
is to induce a semi-lucid or conscious, hypnogogic state in which the visionary 
heart and art of the images can illuminate the words. 

THE INTERPLAY of WORD & IMAGE

 H
RD

 

Theory gave 
birth to a practice
... “a living and 

self-existing 
being.”
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A: Draw an outline of your body and color in 
how you feel and ask what your body would 
like to show and tell you. Draw the answer.

   

 

 

PERCEPTION is multisensory and 
simultaneous: A GESTALT   

VISUAL LITERACY is about understanding what you see.
This sight or insight is reflected in the root of idea “to see” and to see 
through an archetypal pattern, and it will be critical to this methodology. 
In effect, the viewing reader will be practicing this new (and yet old) 
way of seeing as imaginal knowing. This way of seeing or seeing 
through the image (whether a painting of a tree or a physical tree) 
allows you to enter the image through the imagination—like a window or 
even a doorway to the soul. 

Even though this realm is imaginal, it is also real. Seen through 
the animated worldview of the soul and the embodiment of 
the soul in art, both a  painting of a tree and a physical tree 
are real and alive or animated (from anima). This ensouled 
perspective is the heart of the art-based teaching, which 
Jung’s soul in TRB described a teaching found not in any 
book or the mouth of any teacher but in the heart. 

In TRB Jung also said that knowledge was not found in books but in our 
blood, so, as you read through these definitions try to feel into them as 
what Jung’s soul called the “enlightening thought” that “comes from the 
body.” Through aligning the body and a body of art, the viewer can enter 
an inner realm where, as Jung exemplified in TRB, they are taught by 
their multiple or manifold soul. 

As you move through these words and images, see if you can embody 
them. Note sensations in your body—and remember that you have a 
body, since our habitual way of knowing is in the head. If there is one 
thing that I have learned as an outcome of applying “Jung’s” soul-based 
art process, it is that I am constantly drawn down into my heart as a way 
to center in and know from the body.
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“The artist is not 
a person endowed 

with free will” 
(Jung, 1961, p. 

169)

 

 

TRB describes 
a teaching found 
not in any book 
or mouth, but in 

the heart. 

 

 



An Altered State of Consciousness: A GESTALT  
Navigating the Depths of the Unconscious  

During the creation of TRB Jung (1961) “avoided all theoretical points of view and simply helped the patients 
to understand the dream-images by themselves, without application of rules and theories” (p. 170). Jung would 
ask about the images: “What occurs to you in connection with that? And “How do you mean that, where does 
that come from, what do you think about it?” (p. 170). Like viewing all art, avoid value judgement and follow your 
curiosity. What attracts or repels you about the image? How does it make you feel?

Jung said that it was important to try to consciously understand the images that were 
seen in dreams and visions, describing this as a moral and ethical imperative. I see this as 
internalizing the images to digest or integrate them. While art provides the primary way 
to psychologically process the images in this website, the glossary is intended to aid in 
achieving this understanding by providing the conceptual tools to see through or view 
the art. Notably, the glossary should be used before or after creating the art, since the rational 
mind interferes with the creative process as the “slayer of the real.” 

Like Jung who could not read an academic book for the years of his intense artistic creation, I have had to 
separate the artistic and traditionally academic work, since they seemed to repel each other. Reflecting 
different states of consciousness and ways of knowing, fantasy and directed thinking are an odd couple, one 
coming out in lunar consciousness during the night, the other emerging at dawn for the solar consciousness of 
the day. This movement between conscious day and unconscious night will be a current throughout this site. 

“Every great artist gives birth to a new universe, 
in which the familiar things look the way they 

have never before looked to anyone” 
Rudolf Arneim

JUNG would 
dialogue with 
the images ...

to consciously
understand
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HOW TO VIEW THESE IMAGES
 

RESURFACING from the depths of the unconscious. In a way, this 
movement is not only nonlinear but labyrinthine, in that you go in and come 
back out. This can be seen in the visual process of a mandala or yantra (visual 
equivalent to the mantra), in which you spiral in and spiral out. 

Defying the linear conception of the rational mind, this movement is like a 
meandering path that diverges like Frost’s notion to take the path less travelled. 
So, following JRR Tolkien’s advice, “Not all who wander are lost,” I suggest 
that not all who wander are lost. Even a drunkard’s walk, drunk on the intoxication 
of spirit, is a way to imagine the navigation of this process.

. 

 

 “All the works 
of man have their
origin in creative 

fantasy.”
CG JUNG

 

“What right
have we then 

to depreciate the
imagination.

CG JUNG
 

 

WORDS and IMAGES together maximize retention and comprehension, creating a memory anchor.

 

 

Ultimately, while the soul is your compass, guiding you into the depths and 
through the dark, you will have to resurface and function during the metaphoric 
day or daily life—Just as Jung did. Jung resurfaced from the depths of TRB to 
evolve his theory and terminology and reenter a science-based academia. 
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Jung resurfaced from the depths of TRB to evolve his 
theory and terminology and reenter a science-based 
academia. Traditional, rational thinking, science, and the 
mind are the privileged and predominant ways of knowing 
and being, and this realm must be navigated. 

The task of understanding or bringing the treasure up 
from the depths is part of what this glossary reflects. 
It is Jung’s treasure—and it can help us return to the 
surface as it brings us back into conceptual thought, so 
that we are not lost like Nietzsche to the depths.

The hope is that the artist will learn to navigate the back 
and forth between dry land (logoic mind and traditional 
scholarship) and the depths (mythic soul and imaginal 
scholarship, between the night vision of the soul and the 
day vision of the mind. We cannot live without the beauty 
of the starlit heavens that illuminate the earth.
 

Unlike words which are made of sequential 
letters that then form sentences, paragraphs, 
pages, and books, an image is not read from left 
to right, one letter at a time (or word) but seen all 
at one. Images are holistic. You can focus in on 
a detail and expand out, but you are still seeing 
the whole picture. Words and images together 
maximize retention and comprehension, creating 
a memory anchor.
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As Jung advised Elijah at the end of TRB, 
“It [the multiple soul] is not to be 
thought; it is to be viewed. It is a 

painting.”
 

   

 

TACIT KNOWLEDGE
Nonverbal creativity in which the body or a 
body of art is a knowing organ of perception 

“Not all who 
wander are 

lost.” 
TOLKIEN
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IMAGINAL KNOWING
Bypass the analytical mind and see what happens

As you navigate between words and images (including words as 
images, as we move further into the website), try to view everything 
as a painting, a simultaneous whole that bypasses the analytical mind 
that separates and analyses and see what happens. 

See through the right hemisphere and the soul to view 
what Jung’s soul called the parts in the whole and the 
whole in the parts—the process and product of a painting. 

Imaginal knowing is holistic. Just as Jung told Freud that he always 
started with the whole and worked to the parts, try to follow this 
process as a pathway. In viewing the images as a whole or the whole 
in the parts you can learn to see in the way that Jung did—and as his 
soul taught—in TRB: to view the soul as a painting without thinking. 
Remembering that it is the privileged function of modernity and academia, 
try not to revert to rational thought but stay with fantasy.

I suggest that you also not psychoanalyze why the art is paired with 
the words, but instead view the images along with the words and 
imagine how they connect, seeing them as one. While I have paired 
images with words, allow your own mental picture to emerge—your 
own iconography of the imagination. 

“The soul 
never thinks

without a mental 
picture.” 

ARISTOTLE
 

 

“I, your soul, am your mother . . . I teach you the arts . . . I am 
your body, your shadow, your effectiveness in this world” (p. 582).
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A continuously updated record of data - a secure, decentralized information system.
Using cryptography, the list is distributed across a P2P network.

 
IMAGINATION & VISION
The Soul’s Iconography 

By repopulating the images of our imagination or, more accurately, opening 
our inner eye to see the soul’s archetypal images in imaginal knowing, we can 
communicate with the soul, regaining visual literacy as a path to wholeness. 
On this path we remember how to see and be in the whole picture 

Imagination and vision inform each other, effecting the body in similar 
ways. When we imagine or remember, we experience a similar physiological 
response to the actual even. Images create and hold our world together, 
as the brain takes in sensory percetion and assembles it into a picture of 
the world and worldview.  

The images have been selected intuitively, drawing upon alchemical 
traditions like the Cabbalistic Tree of Life and Tarot that Jung studied, 
to illustrate and animate underlying, hidden meaning. Each symbolic 
image will have a different effect on each individual, also effecting the 
individual differently with each viewing. This is the nature of the 
symbol which mirrors back to us a reflection of our psychological state 
as we see through the lens of the soul, both personal and collective. 

Images Connect You to the Archetypal. This leads to the last viewing advice: 
remember that the unconscious sees in symbolic images AND these archetypal 
images are both personal and universal, individual and collective. They are 
powerful and can be highly charged. When you contact what Jung called soul 
energy or mana in an image, remind yourself that the energy is not all yours.

“The secret of artistic creating and the effectiveness of 
art is to be found in a return to the state of participation 
mystique, to the level of experience at which it is man 
who lives, and not the individual” (Jung, 1933, p. 172).

“The primitive 
soul holds the 

primordial 
vision.”

CG JUNG

 

Jung’s art-based 
process is about 

serving the soul in 
the world or the 
anima mundi.
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STARTING THE JOURNEY
This is a long journey, a long path.
 
Everyone is already on the path, individually and collectively as 
the soul of humanity whose purpose in TRB is to give birth to 
the old in a new time. In beginning this website’s journey, take a 
deep breath and release into inner guidance. 

I suggest making a habit of closing your eyes and going within, 
to eliminate outer interference and focus inside. Dropping down 
into the heart, centered in the body, and feeling is a way to learn 
to breath and see through the heart, reframing the mind’s eye as 
the many eyes of the senses of the body.

“Only use the retina of the eye at first in order to objectify. 
Then instead of keeping on trying to force the image 
out you just want to look in” (Jung, 1997, p. xii)

The collective unconscious is bigger than you. This 
is particularly important when dealing with the “negative” 
emotions behind images, reminiscent of Rudolf Otto’s 
“numinous dread.”  In the archetypal image of Eve, for 
example, there is a lot of psychic energy around women’s 
suffering and suppression that transcends any one 
individual—or, I would suggest, incarnation. The suffering 
of Eve is women’s suffering, accumulated through the 
ages. This is a long journey—a long path. 

Like any pattern, it takes time to change old 
habits, but breath as the symbol of the soul 
and Eve is the key. 

Studies have found that it is not the mantra (or affirmation), 
yantra (or visualization), or mudra (or embodied posture) 
but the breath that accompanies and animates them 
that makes the biggest difference. So, with this new 
and yet old approach, accompanying it with conscious 
breath will help to reconnect to and animate the images 
in your body and a body of art. This will help to active 
the image both within and without.

find your way
your myth
your truth
create your 

religion
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A HANDS ON APPROACH
but remember, the HEART is the key

While the glossary terms can be referenced linearly (reading through them 
sequentially) or referred to when you are unclear about a concept, you can 
also move through the words and images as you feel called…moving like 
stepping stones or drawing from a tarot deck. This reconstellating pattern, 
born of inner guidance was the form that my art took when I applied Jung’s 
(or, more accurately, the soul’s) methodology in my own way.

“I, your soul, am your mother . I teach you the arts . I am your 
body, your shadow, your effectiveness in this world” (p. 582).

The illuminated manuscript that I felt called to create was unbound 
like a great deck and I use it as a deck, pulling cards and working on 
cards in individual and group formation, sometimes lined up as they 
might on the tree of life (see the illuminated example) but mainly just 
“randomly” or, as I prefer to refer to it, synchronously. 

Again, feel into it as a way to begin to see in the dark. You are fostering a 
new sense that is synthetic of the others and it can feel like blindness 
in the beginning. Keep feeling inward to know and grow and remember 
the heart is the key.

Tarot & Kabbistic Tree of Life are perhaps the 2 best-known art-based 
teachings. Drawing a tarot card or randomly opening to a book page are 
forms of divination that let the soul speak in images. 

close your
eyes and 
drop into 
your heart

 

the illuminated
manuscript was 
unbound like a 

great deck
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Close your eyes and drop into your heart, reach out from your heart to extend through 
your body. Open your inner eye to see within and without, animating your vision.

To begin, as an illustration that animates this advice, the woman below represents a conception of being 
one with and relating to nature (an abstract association), yet she also can be seen as being abstracted, 
the lines being reabsorbed so that she is left as a sketch or skeleton. Or is she being drawn—psychic content 
projected into and creating the form? 

Activate the image and let it work on you as it did on the artist. View it like you would something alive and 
see how it moves. There is no right answer in art. Art is numinous because it is mysterious. It gets you to 
“think” differently, returning to the fantasy thinking of William James, later evolved by Jung as active imagination. 
Following this return to the earlier and primal, visual thought of the ancestral past, let the images work on 
you as they worked on the artist, as Jung suggested. Don’t think, view… 

feel into it as a 
way to begin to 
see in the dark; 
you are fostering 

a new sense

 

 “It [the multiple soul] is 
not to be thought; it is to be 

viewed. It is a painting.” 

it is synthetic 
of the others and 

it can feel like 
blindness in the 

beginning

 

Jung’s patients objected: “I am not 
a painter,” to which he responded 

that “neither are modern painters—for 
which reason modern painting is 

absolutely free” (Jung, 1961, p. 68). 
It is about the energy. 

“Vision is the art of seeing what is 
invisible to others.” Jonathan Swift
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ABSTRACTION. 
The abstract or symbolic representation of psychic content 
and subject matter, abstraction is not only a reflection of 
abstract thought but abstract art. In the art-based process, 
abstraction also indicates the abstracting of psychic contents 
that were projected into art by the artist and viewers through 
the ages in ritual traditions like the icon or mandala. 

Viewing in this way can not only activate but abstract the 
energy of an individual or group that has been accumulated 
in art. This collective aspect is the secret of great art and was 
exemplified by Leonardo da Vinci who Jung referred to as a 
magician. 

Jung did not like modern abstract art, calling it “morbid” and “evil”. 
While art started abstract, as exemplified in the early sculpture 
below, it gradually evolved to a more realistic representation of the 
world, exemplified in da Vinci’s Last Supper.

Yet, in the current era modern art has returned to the abstract 
representation of earlier humans. This can be seen in the 
primtivist art movement, of which I see Jung as an example 
as well as the sculpture below. 

Returning to an earlier sense of participation mystique or mys-
tical participation with nature, as Lucien Levy-Bruhl referred to 
it, privitivism and abstract art reflects a different way of seeing 
that is related to the soul’s vision at play in this website. Yet, 
Jung’s visionary art was not abstract but symbolic, depicting the 
images from visions and dreams to remember and relive them.

VISUAL GLOSSARY
A 

“Art is never 
finished, only 
abandoned.”

Leonardo
da Vinci

 

ABSTRACT EVOLUTION
In abstract art’s evolution from an earlier literal or figurative 

representation of reality (that incorporated linear perspective) and 
its emphasis on color and emotion, it moves into the psychological realm. 

(Color and emotion are intimately related, with color effecting psychology and psychology effecting 
color. For example, a blue room has been found to increase creativity by 50%.) In abstract art color, 

shape, and composition are generally created and seen through a more unconscious process based on symbolic 
sight and a more primal and visual interpretation.
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Salvador Dali created an abstract illumination of the bible. “Surrealism is destructive, but it destroys only 
what it considers to be shackles limiting our vision.” Dali

Additionally, abstract art was significant as a movement away from realism into surrealism and abstract representation 
as well as myth, exemplified in Salvador Dali’s image of his wife Gala as the mythic Leda. Surrealism or magical 
realism is another way of categorizing the visionary (symbol based) art that characterizes TRB and the art of 
this website. (While symbolism as another art movement is also related to Jung’s art, I will stick with primitivism and 
visionary art as distinctions in this website, so as not to lose track of the focus which attempts to look at the span of 
art history not any individual chapter. This approach was characterized by Jung in his Cornwall Seminar, which will be 
cited throughout the website.)

Psychologically, abstraction represents the freeing of conscious content through a process associated with what Jung 
called differentiation through active imagination. Essential to Jung’s art-based methodology, active imagination is a way 
to look imaginally at art and activate its psychic or soul content (see active imagination). In abstraction the parts were 
separated from the whole and seen individually but also seen as a whole. 

Significantly, given the focus on the archaic or 
“primitive” nature of the soul who embodies the ages, 
abstract art returns to a more primal expression and an 
earlier form of symbolic expression that Jung called totemic 
art, referring to it as a way to hold and convey totemic ideas.

Go on a vision quest in nature, allow yourself to wander 
(safely) and find a place go within. Be receptive and see 
what comes to you. Create a totem image of your experience.

“Art intuitively 
apprehends coming 

changes in the 
collective 

unconscious.” 
CG JUNG 
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This way of seeing is characteristic of viewing art in this 
website and as Jung learned and taught as a method in 
which the parts are seen separately but also as a whole—all 
the brush strokes of color seen at once. Abstraction was 
also used by Jung as a term that described different functions. 

Abstraction is an activity pertaining to the psychological 
functions in general. There is an abstract thinking, just as there 
is abstract feeling, sensation, and intuition. Abstract thinking 
singles out the rational, logical qualities of a given content from 
its intellectually irrelevant components. [“Definitions,” CW 6. 
Par. 678.] 

The opposite of abstraction is concretion or literal thought. 
In this website abstract functions will be used more than 
the concrete, focusing on the big figure to combine what 
is transcendent with that which is immanent. Jung related 
abstraction to introversion in an inner orientation that Marie
Louise von Franz used to describe to Jung’s RB process or 
introverted alchemical active imagination with art. 

Abstraction is important to an art-based approach 
because of the psychological content projected into 
art in making and viewing it which requires a 
process of abstraction to reclaim the psychic energy 
or what Jung (1923) called soul energy or mana.

Studies have shown that people can tell the difference 
between an original and facsimile, indicating an energetic 
connection between the artist, art, and the viewer. 

ABSTRACT APPROACH
reclaim the psychic energy or mana 

 

I visualize the process of abstraction as a with-
drawal of libido from the object, as a back flow 
of value from the object into a subjective, abstract 
content. For me, therefore, abstraction amounts 
to an energic devaluation of the object. In other 
words, abstraction is an introverting moment of 
libido [psychic energy]. [Ibid., par. 679.]

To understand the psychology of abstraction, it is important 
to recognize that in creating a painting psychic energy or soul 
(libido) is projected into a painting, and in viewing a painting, 
soul or psychological energy is abstracted from the painting. 
The projected energy from creating art is thus reclaimed in 
viewing it. Jung said to let the art act upon the viewer as it 
acted upon the artist, and this process of abstraction through 
active imagination can be seen as this process.
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“thereby 
produce a whole 
meaning which 
alone makes life 

worth living ”
CGJUNG

 



ACTIVE IMAGINATION
enter fantasy to active the imagination   

 

Active Imagination. An archetypal process by which unconscious imagistic content (from dreams, visions, fantasy, 
daydreams, etcetera) can be assimilated and made conscious through a form of artistic self-expression. Originally 
called visioning, the transcendent function, and the picture method (as cited by Chodrow, 1997, p. 3), active 
imagination was a way to differentiate from, embody or give form to, and engage with the soul through symbolic 
images of the unconscious. Entering a fantasy image to activate the imagination as a way of imaginal knowing 
will be described at greater length as the heart of Jung’s art-based process and a way to view the soul, following 
Jung’s advice to view the soul as a painting.

“The book contains pictures which demonstrate things in a simple way, speaking to 
the eyes, to the senses. Such pictures come up quite naturally from the unconscious, 
from the nature within as well as the nature without” (Jung, 1997, p. 682).  

Activating the image in art by looking at and entering it imaginally, active imagination is a way to transcend the vision 
of the eye to see through and not with the eye of the imagination as William Blake said. A form of fantasy thinking, 
active imagination activates or enlivens the image to achieve a vision of the unconscious that guides the conscious 
mind through art as a vision and vehicle for the soul. 

Active imagination is a way to personify (differentiate into persons) or characterize 
(in characters) the psychological elements of the unconscious and dialogue with 
the soul in its many aspects. With a particular emphasis on the shadow or 
repressed aspect of the psyche, who is often an initiating figure into the 
unconscious, active imagination establishes communication between 
the consciousness and unconscious through art. Through engaging in
drawing, painting, creative writing, sculpture, music, and dance the 
artist and art are transformed both individually and collectively. 

“So to look at or concentrate upon a thing, betrachten, gives the 
quality of being pregnant to the object . . . with any fantasy image; 
one concentrates upon it, and then finds that one has great difficulty 
keeping it quiet” (Jung, 1997, p.661).

“The [visions] are more 
than dreams because 

they represent the mixing 
and fusing of the conscious 

with the unconscious ”
(Jung, 1997, p. xiii)

 

Jung continued: The judging attitude implies a voluntary involvement 
in those fantasy-processes which compensate the individual 
and -in particular-the collective situation of consciousness. The 
avowed purpose of this involvement is to integrate the statements 
of the unconscious, to assimilate their compensatory content, and 
thereby produce a whole meaning which alone makes life worth 
living and, for not a few people, possible at all.” [Ibid., par. 756.]
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Active Imagination takes place in a liminal or hypnogogic state between the conscious and the unconscious in between 
sleeping and waking. It can take place spontaneously or be induced as a process that Jung learned in TRB and taught 
his students in creating their own art. Jung’s teaching of active imagination is also a way to enter into the image, descending 
down into the earth and the unconscious symbol below the threshold of waking consciousness. “Then I learned how to 
put myself into the landscapes, and the figures would talk to me and I would answer them” (Jung, 1997, p. xii).

First, Jung said to choose…a dream, or some other fantasy-images, and concentrate on it by 
simply catching hold of it and looking at it. You can also use a bad mood as a starting-point, 
and then try to find out what sort of fantasy-image it will produce, or what image expresses 
this mood. You then fix this image in the mind by concentrating your attention. Usually it 
will alter, as there mere fact of contemplating it animates it. The alterations must be carefully 
noted down all the time, for they reflect the psychic processes in the unconscious background, 
which appear in the form of images consisting of conscious memory material. In this way 
conscious and unconscious are untied, just as a waterfall connects above and below. [“The 
Conjunction,” CW 14, par. 706.]

“The [visions] are 
more than dreams 
because they rep-
resent the mixing 

and fusing of ”
C: “They [visions] are more than 
dreams because they repre-

 Jung’s soul declared: 
“I bind the Above and the 
Below. I bind God and 

animal. Something in me is 
part animal, something part 

God, and a third part 
human” 

(Jung, 2009, p. 577).

 

“Then I learned 
how to put 

myself into the 
landscapes...

 

“and the figures 
would talk to 

me and I would 
answer them.”

CGJUNG

 

ENTER A HYPNOGOGIC STATE
between the conscious and unconscious   

 

Second, Jung said that although, to a certain extent, he looks on 
from outside, impartially, he is also an acting and suffering figure 
in the drama of the psyche. This recognition is absolutely necessary 
and marks an important advance. So long as he simply looks at 
the pictures he is like the foolish Parsifal, who forgot to ask the 
vital question because he was not aware of his own participation 
in the action [not asking the question in the medieval Grail legend. 

Whom does the Grail serve?],” adding that, “if you recognize your 
own involvement you yourself must enter into the process with 
your personal reactions, just as if you were one of the fantasy 
figures, or rather, as if the drama being enacted before your eyes 
were real. [“The Conjunction,” CW 14, par. 753.]
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Jung continued, the judging attitude implies a voluntary involvement in those fantasy-processes which compensate 
the individual and -in particular-the collective situation of consciousness. The avowed purpose of this involvement 
is to integrate the statements of the unconscious, to assimilate their compensatory content, and thereby produce a 
whole meaning which alone makes life worth living and, for not a few people, possible at all.” [Ibid., par. 756.] 

“Just as the human body connects us with the mammals and displays numerous relics of earlier evolutionary stages 
going back even to the reptilian age, so the human psyche is likewise a product of evolution which, when followed 
up to its origins, shows countless archaic traits” (Jung, 1933, p. 126).

Adaptation. An extension of the evolutionary process that Jung saw alive within the human body and psyche, 
adaption is the process of adapting to the environment by integrating the psychic development of the individual 
within the surrounding ecosystem. Adaptation is ongoing and can be seen as a part of the individuation process in 
art where the art helps to inform the adaptation of the individual and can be seen as an imaginal ecosystem.

Art movements can be seen as psychological adaptations of stages of maturation in the evolutionary process of 
individuation. An adaptation moves from one form to another, like the evolution of art and Jung’s Black Books, 
elaborated in the form of TRB. Going on throughout the lifecycle, adaptation was required for the human journey 
and, “the psychological trouble in neurosis, and the neurosis itself, can be formulated as an act of adaptation that 
has failed. [Ibid., par. 574 (italics in original).] 

“Before [individuation] can be taken as a goal, the educational aim of adaptation to the necessary 
minimum of collective norms must first be attained. If a plant is to unfold its specific nature to the 
full, it must first be able to grow in the soil in which it is planted. [“Definitions,” CW 6, par. 761.]

psyche

 

archaic

 

In TRB and 
my own process, 

this vision returned 
to Eden, humanity’s 

atonement (male 
and female) with 

nature. 

 



“Man is not a machine in the sense that he can consistently maintain the same output of work. He can meet 
the demands of outer necessity in an ideal way only if he is also adapted to his own inner world, that is, if he 
is in harmony with himself. Conversely, he can only adapt to his inner world and achieve harmony with himself 
when he is adapted to the environmental conditions. [“On Psychic Energy,” Ibid., par. 75.] 

“I had to realize that I am only the expression and symbol of the soul” (Jung, 2009, p. 235)

Affect. The emotional and physical reaction noted with a triggered complex, affect indicates that we are influenced 
or possessed by the archetypal energy of a complex. Affect can be noted in the body of the individual and a 
body of art that indicates the image behind the emotion, allowing the artist and viewer to process them. 

“Affects occur usually where adaptation is weakest, and at the same time they reveal the reason for its weakness, 
namely a certain degree of inferiority and the existence of a lower level of personality.” [“The Shadow,” Aion, 
CW 9ii, par. 15.]

The movements 
of art can be seen 

through the lense of 
visionary art as the 

projection of the inner 
vision upon the outer 

reality, a guiding
light.

 A
 G

U
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G
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AFFECT; a reaction 
to a triggered complex

 

“Drawing is invaluable. It concretizes; it makes a statement so that 
other people can see it. It is there in reality as if painted on the wall. 
They [patients] begin to think that it does exist” (Jung, 1997, p. 4).
 



“With the help of alchemy, I could finally arrange them [the images of TRB] in a 
whole” (Jung, 2009, p. 555). 

Alchemy. The union of above and below or heaven and earth through the Great Work of Art, alchemy transforms 
the symbolic lead of the unconscious into the conscious gold or the Philosopher Stone. Transforming base 
metals into silver or gold, alchemy transmutes the unconscious base or lower shadow aspects of the ego by 
subjecting them to the sulfur of the soul as symbolic of the transcendent function.

“Alchemy has performed for me the great and invaluable service of providing material in which my experience 
could find sufficient room, and thereby made it possible for me to describe the individuation process at least in 
its essential aspects.” Jung

Jung studied alchemy for decades, writing on it extensively after the key to alchemical images was given 
through dreams and visions. Notably, alchemy is an art-based tradition in which symbolic images speak to the 
unconscious, and TRB can be seen as an alchemical treatise.

“For the alchemist it was clear that the ‘centre,’ or what we 
could call the self does not lie in the ego but is outside.” 
CG Jung

“I want to sit down 
near you and at 

least feel the breath 
of your animating 

presence.”
(Jung, 2009,

p.144)

 

In TRB Jung began with an alchemical dream 
of an emerald tablet (presumably of Hermes) 
and ended with his pursuit of alchemy after 
reading the Secret of the Golden Flower, an 
Asian alchemical treatise that he saw as an 
archetypal parallel to his art-based work. 

Jung said that his study of alchemy is what 
allowed him to put the images of TRB together 
and see them as a whole. 

ALCHEMY
transforming the 
lower aspects of 
the ego through 
exposure to the 
SOUL

 

Alchemy.
The union of above 

and below or heaven
and earth through the 

Great Work of Art; 
transforming the 
unconscious to 
conscious gold.
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x

Underlying world religions and spiritual traditions 
through the ages, alchemy featured the coniunctio or 
sacred marriage represented by the marriage of the 
bride and bridegroom, for example in Christianity, in 
which the symbolic opposites of masculine and feminine 
are united. 

This union was central to TRB where the soul alchemical 
united or bound Above and Below, and it was present 
throughout Jung’s life, for example in his visions of 
the hieros gamos or sacred marriage in the Garden of 
Pomegranates (Eden) after his near-death experience. 

Mythically originating in the depths of the unknown 
past, alchemy has evolved as a synchretic tradition 
(combining past mythic traditions which reemerge 
throughout time in archetypal patterns). The alchemy 
that is featured in this website evolved from Egyptian 
and Gnostic roots and is generally attributed to Hermes 
Trismegistus. While post-Jungians like Hillman focus 
more on the recent Western alchemical tradition, Jung 
emphasized the deeper Egyptian roots in TRB which 
includes hieroglyphics. 

Alone. Like individuation, Jung’s art-based approach 
makes us distinct form each other but also brings us 
close. “Two things have yet to be discovered, the first 
is the infinite gulf that separates us from one another. 
The second is the bridge that could connect us” 
(Jung, 1961, p. 289).

Amplification. Amplification involves the elaboration and 
clarification of the visionary image (from a dream or vision) 
through exploring archetypal parallels in comparative myth 
and culture. While amplification can be brought in during 
analysis, the mythic amplification of parallels from history in 
TRB’s art and images can be seen as a different form. 

Art amplifies and is amplified by world myths an religions.

Two things have yet 
to be discovered, the 

first is the infinite gulf 
that separates us from 

one another. The 
second is the bridge 

that connects us.
CG JUNG

 

Ambivalence. An attitude that is 
counterbalanced by both positive and 
negative responses and can indicate 
an unconscious resistance or complex. 
Ambivalence can express in conflicting or 
neutral color use in art or in contrasting 
extremes that seem to negate each other. 
Balancing the opposing responses of a 
complex, Jung was ambivalent about art 
and his soul.

ALCHEMICAL UNION 
symbolic opposites unite
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With an emphasis on art as a form of fantasy imagery, amplification seeks to clarify or understand 
emergent images through cultural parallels found in mythology, alchemy, psychology, and religion. In the 
art-based tradition amplification can take the form of a comparative analysis of composition, form, line, 
color, and symbolism—as in the cross. 

Jung called his art-based process of creation and amplification the “picture method” but he “much” preferred “to treat 
the subject not as a method but as a series of events which we observe, without drawing too many and too far reaching 
conclusions from it . . . It is a point of view, a sort of hypothesis, and I don’t even want to give the impression that it is a 
usual procedure” (Jung, 1997, p. 3). 

Analysis. In this website analysis will take the form of Jung’s art-based teaching, introduced and evolved within 
the analytic confines where he showed his patients the art of TRB and had them use his technique to create their 
own art. A therapeutic approach to individuation in which the analysand is freed of the unconscious influence of 
their complex by manifesting and activating these images in art, Jung’s RB process can be seen as a form of 
analysis in which the soul assumes the initiating role of the therapist—as she was for Jung in TRB. 

Art is seen within the context of this website as an alternative form of analysis in which the 
soul mediates through the symbol in art between the conscious and unconscious. Importantly, 
Jung did not revert to diagnosis or prognosis but worked with symbolic images to initiate 
the conscious ego into the unconscious, both personal and collective through the guidance of 
the soul. In this sense the soul is the therapist working through art within the confines of the 
alchemical container of art.

Ancestors. Also known as the dead, the ancestors haunted Jung at the beginning of TRB, until he wrote the Seven 
Sermons of the Dead in automatic writing. Critical to concepts of what Jung called the “primitive” soul in TRB and 
the Primitive art movement, the ancestors live on in our body and in the unconscious images of a body of art. 
“Psychologically this means that the souls of the ancestors (potential factors, qualities, talents, possibilities, and so 
on, which we have inherited from all the lines of our ancestry) are waiting in the unconscious, and are ready at any 
time to begin a new growth.” (Carl Jung, ETH Alchemy, p. 230).

“There is
only one way,

and that is
your way.”
(Jung 2009, 

p.125)

 

THE SOUL IS THE THERAPIST 
within the alchemical container of art
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“Thus we remain ignorant of whether our ancestral 
components find an elementary gratification in our lives, 
or whether they are repelled. Inner peace and contentment 
depend in large measure upon whether or not the historical 
family which is inherent in the individual can be harmonized 
with the ephemeral conditions of the present.” Jung, 
1961, p. 237).

 

“My soul where are you? . . .After long years 
of long wandering, I have come to you again” 
(Jung, 2009, p. 127).

FEMININE PERSONIFIED
the anima is the archetype of life 

 

“These constituents of the personality –which one may call functions, or Mendelian units, or the primitives 
would call them remnants of ancestral souls—these constituents don’t always fit.” (Carl Jung, Dream Analysis, p. 453)

“The deposit of man’s whole ancestral experience—so rich in emotional imagery—of father, mother, child, husband 
and wife, of the magic personality, of dancers to body and soul, has exalted this group of archetypes into the supreme 
regulating principles of religious and even of political life, in unconscious recognition of their tremendous psychic 
power.” [Carl, Jung, CW 8, para 337]

Anima. For Jung, the anima was the personification of the feminine psychological component of the unconscious in the male. 

Every man carries within him the eternal image of woman, not the image of this or that particular woman, but a definitive 
feminine image of this or that particular woman, but a definitive feminine image. This image is fundamentally unconscious, an 
hereditary factor of primordial origin engraved I the living organic system of the man, and imprint or ‘archetype’ [q.v.] of all the 
ancestral experiences of the female, a deposit, as it were, of all the impressions ever made by woman . . . Since this image 
is unconscious, it is always unconsciously projected upon the person of the beloved, and is one of the chief reasons for 
passionate attraction or aversion. [“The Development of Personality,” CW 17, p. 198.]

Yet in this website the anima (Latin for soul) will be viewed in the sense of TRB where both men and women have a 
soul and the soul is associated with Eros who is both a feminine and masculine figure. This non gender essentialist 
can also be seen as a post-Jungian interpretation, embodied by the perspective of archetypal psychologist James 
Hillman. While the soul will be seen as an inner feminine with much of Jung’s sense of the ancient and primordial 
anima, the soul will not be fixed in terms of physiology but psychology. This is an interpretation that transcends the 
boundaries of hetero-normative and essentialist traditions.

“There is
only one way,

and that is
your way.”
(Jung 2009, 

p.125)
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The anima is an inner counterpart to the persona or the conscious and outward-facing identity of the persona. She 
is fundamental to the website and Jung’s art-based teaching because she is the teacher and the art is her school—
as in TRB. While Jung saw the anima as projected upon an external feminine figure (or into art) by the man, in this 
dissertation gender is non-essentialist, symbolic and psychological as opposed to physical. For example, I am a 
woman and yet I have been guided by my soul. 

In this sense, both anima (feminine) and animus (masculine) images can be projected upon external figures, whether 
they are masculine or feminine. Again, for example, I believe that I have projected the image of my soul as well as 
that of my mind (anima and animus) into the images of my illuminated manuscript, guided by visions and dreams.
  
According to my experience, the point is to not impose on the images of the unconscious—
even Jung’s theories. This imposition can be seen in Jung’s analysis of Morgan with destructive 
results. I thus warn against a strict application of Jungian theory, reiterating Jung’s call to let 
the images speak for themselves. So, I return to the most fundamental sense of the soul: life.

Feel into the anima by breathing her life breath deep into your body. Know and experience her as she activates the 
image of your body and you imagination. Listen and Speak. 

The anima works with images of the unconscious to communicate a compensatory and complementary image to the 
conscious ego and culture. These compensatory, gnostic images are the life blood of art where they can be seen 
as the avant-garde or advanced guard that moves humanity forward through the ages by resurrecting the repressed 
images of the unconscious. 

Thus his anima contains all those fallible human qualities his persona lacks. If the persona is intellectual, the anima 
will certainly be sentimental.” [“Definitions,” CW 6, par. 804.] 

ANIMA - SOUL - HEART
she is the teacher; art is her school
ANIMUS - MIND - HEAD
man is symbolic and psychological  

 

“There is
only one way,

and that is
your way.”
(Jung 2009, 

p.125)
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Jung (1961) said that he spoke for his soul (because she 
“did not have the speech centers”), but he also silenced her 
when she “came through with a long statement” about TRB 
as art that he never related (p. 186). Referring to his soul as 
a temptress, beastial tormentor, whore, soul-less soul-being, 
dog, ape, downtrodden worm, and raving woman, he gives a 
survey of the negative anima, stating in his art argument that 
he “was greatly intrigued by the fact that a woman should 
interfere with me from within” (p. 186).
  
The persona, the ideal picture of a man as he should be, is 
inwardly compensated by feminine weakness, and as the 
individual outwardly plays the strong man, so he becomes 
inwardly compensated by feminine weakness, and as t he 
individual outwardly plays the strong man, so he becomes 
inwardly a woman, i.e., the anima, for it is the anima that 
reacts to the persona. 

 

“There is
only one way,

and that is
your way.”
(Jung 2009, 

p.125)

 
NEGATIVE ANIMA
temptress, beastial tormentor, whore 

 

But because the inner world is dark and invisible . . . and 
because a man is all the less capable of conceiving his 
weaknesses the more he is identified with the persona, the 
persona’s counterpart, the anima, remains completely in the 
dark and is at once projected, so that our hero comes under the 
heel of his wife’s slipper. [“Anima and Animus,” CW 7, par. 309.]

“The anima . . . . intensifies, exaggerates, falsifies, and mythologizes 
all emotional relations with his work and with other people 
of both sexes. The emotional relations with his work and 
with other people of both sexes. The resultant fantasies and 
entanglements are all her doing. When the anima is strongly 
constellated, she softens the man’s character and makes him 
touchy, irritable, moody, jealous, vain, and unadjusted. [“Concerning 
the Archetypes and the Anima Concept,” Ibid par. 144.]
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There is [in man] an image not only of the mother but of the daughter, the sister, the beloved, the heavenly goddess, 
and the chthonic Baubo. Every mother and every beloved is forced to become the carrier and embodiment of this 
omnipresent and ageless image, which corresponds to the deepest reality in a man. It belongs to him, this perilous 
image of Woman; she stands for the loyalty which in the interests of life he must sometimes forego; she is the much 
needed compensation for the risks, struggles, sacrifices that all end in disappointment; she is the solace for all the 
bitterness of life. And, at the same time, she is the great illusionist, the seductress. Who draws him into life with her 
paradoxes and ambivalences where good and evil, success and ruin, hope and despair, counterbalance one another. 
Because she is this greatest danger she demands from a man his greatest, and if he has it in him she will receive it. 
[“The Syzygy. Anima and Animus,” CW 9ii, par. 24.]

As these quotes indicate, Jung’s concept of the anima is a complex and complicated image of an inner feminine 
that is seen from a masculine perspective. In contrast, the images and message that I have received through my 
experience have had a stronger feminine and even feminist lens. This is not necessarily true for other applications 
of the art-based process that I have observed or taught, but it is a similar feminine initiation, as Jung described it, 
to that of Morgan, representing a compensatory perspective to Jung. Morgan can be seen in a line of woman, like 
Sabrina Spielrein and Toni Wolff who can be seen as anima projections of Jung’s based on a maid who take care 
of Jung when his mother was away and “this type of girl later became a component of” his “anima” (p. 8). Similarly, 
Jung said that  “the anima is inevitably projected upon a real object, with which he gets into a relation of almost 
total dependence. [“Anima and Animus,” CW 7, par. 807.]

 

PSYCHOLOGY OF TRANSFERENCE 

eve

 

helen

 

mary

 

sophia

 

Recognized by Jung as the woman within and characterized by 
four phases which move from Eve to Helen, Mary, and then Sophia 
[“The Psychology of the Transference,” CW 16, par. 361.]
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Evolution can be seen as a new Earth Mother or mother nature 
myth, introducing the 4 elements that Jung (1923) said were 
repressed by the Ecclesiastic (Christian) Church.

In the first stage Eve is associated with the biological 
and maternal. In the second stage she is Helen, sexualized 
and ideal identity to be fought after. In the third 
phase she is Mary, able to have real relationships 
and to have a transcendent spiritual capacity. In 
the final stage, she is Sophia or Wisdom, wise 
counsel and a guide, inspiring beauty in the artist 
and meaning in life.

“Though the effects of anima and animus can be made conscious, 
they themselves are factors transcending consciousness and 
beyond the reach of perception and volition. Hence, they 
remain autonomous despite the integration of their contents, and 
for this reason they should be borne constantly in mind. [“The 
Syzygy. Anima and Animus,” CW 9ii, par. 40.] The anima can 
be seen as Mother Nature.

The soul moved from a biological and primal embodied sexuality 
to a more disembodied spirituality in which the feminine aspect 
became the holy spirit or ghost. The soul was also identified by 
Jung in TRB with Eros as a way of knowing. In particular, in TRB, 
the soul described by Jung (1961) as the “soul in the primitive 
[primordial] sense” (p. 186), and she is personified as the original 
woman or Eve. 

Originally projected onto the mother, the anima often surfaces 
when the shadow or unconscious part of the individual is 
confronted and begins to be integrated.

FRICTION

 

ANIMA and ANIMUS
autonomous integration
 

 

the anima often 
surfaces when 
the shadow is 
confronted to 

integrate  

 

The sexuality 
of man is more 
earthly, that of 
woman is more 

spiritual.
CG JUNG
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Animal. Animals were essential as a connection to the instincts 
and the past that are critical to Jung’s art-based methodology. 
Embodied in TRB’s coniunctio of heaven and earth, the soul 
declared that she “binds above and below” and “God and animal” 
(p. 577). Additionally, Jung (1923) categorized animals as one of 
four aspects of humanity repressed by the Christian “Church.” 

Based on the Latin root anima for soul, living your animal in TRB 
was a way to embody the soul. Associated with the body, “animals 
are their [God’s] shadows, as it were, which nature herself associates 
with the divine image,” according to Jung (1961, p. 216). Animals 
play a critical part in Jung’s art-based research in TRB.

Hyper or toxic masculinity is the imbalance of masculine 
values and psychology of the feminine—mind and 
intellect over heart and soul.

THE SOUL DECLARED
she binds “God and animal” 
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“Let go daimon, 
you did not live 

your animal” 
(Jung, 2009, p. 

335). 

 



  PSYCHOLOGY&  
  NEED

 

Animus. For Jung the animus was the inner masculine and mind, also associated in TRB with Logos as an 
academic father figure who had “subjugated” and “blinded” the erotic or Eros-based soul. Personified by Adam in TRB, 
the animus symbolized thinking and the head (as opposed to the body) as Logos or the word in Christ. The animus can 
also be seen as both a complex, like the anima, and a collective, archetypal image. While Jung at times referred to the 
animus as a woman’s soul, in this website I will focus on the soul not as mind or intellect and spirit but as embodied in 
the matter of the flesh. 

In its primary ‘unconscious’ form the animus is compound of spontaneous, unpremeditated opinions which exercise a 
powerful influence on the woman’s emotional life, while the anima is similarly compounded of feelings which thereafter 
influence or distort the man’s understanding (‘she has turned his head’). Consequently, the animus likes to project itself 
upon ‘intellectuals’ and all kinds of ‘heroes,’ including tenors, artists, sporting celebrities, etc. The anima has predilection 
for everything that is unconscious, dark, equivocal, and unrelated in woman, and also for her vanity, frigidity, 
helplessness, and so forth.” [“The Practice of Psychotherapy,” CW 16, par. 521.]

Again, as indicated in the quote below, Jung’s conception of the anima and animus are complicated by the prejudice 
and influence of his time. Instead of avoiding these prejudicial aspects, the website will at times enter into the shadow of 
their darkness to illuminate what can be transformed. The idea is not to elevate the anima or animus above the other but 
unite them.

The natural function of the animus (as well as the anima) is to 
remain in [their] place between individual consciousness and 
the collective unconscious [q.v.]; exactly as the persona [q.v.] 
is a sort of stratum between the ego-consciousness and the 
objects of the external world. The animus and the anima 
should function as a bridge, or a door, leading to the images 
of the collective unconscious, as the persona should be 
a sort of bridge into the world. [Unpublished 
Seminar Notes, “Visions” I, p. 116.]

Not one 
(anima/animus)
elevated over the 

other, but 
united.

 
SOUL EMBODIED
in the matter of the flesh 
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‘HOMO TOTUS’ or WHOLE MAN
there is in the unconscious an existing wholeness
While his four animus stages were not as developed, lacking 
mythic identities, Jung did attribute characteristics. Moving from 
a physical embodiment, like Eve, in the first phase, the second 
phase leads to initiative and action. The third phase is identified 
with the Logoic word as a professor, personified by Elijah and 
other similar figures in TRB. Finally, “the animus is a psychopomp, 
a mediator between the conscious and the unconscious and a 
personification of the latter.” [“The Szygy. Anima and Animus,” 
CW 9ii, par. 29.]

The anima and animus in each individual influence and provoke 
each other. . . no man can converse with an animus for five minutes 
without becoming the victim of his own anima. 

Anyone who still had enough sense of humor to listen objectively 
to the ensuing dialogue would be staggered by the vast number of 
commonplaces, misapplied truisms, clichés from newspaper and 
novels, shop-soiled platitudes of every description interspersed 
with vulgar abuse and brain-splitting lack of logic. It is a dialogue 
which, irrespective of its participants, is repeated millions and 
millions of times in all languages of the world and always remains 
essentially the same. [“Aion,” CW 9, ii, p. 15.]

Anthropos. The primordial or original human, like the archetypal 
Adam and Eve of TRB which can be seen in their original form 
as a unified and archetypal whole—masculine and feminine, 
single and plural.

There is in the unconscious an already existing wholeness, the 
‘homo totus’ of the Western and the Chện-yệ (true man) of Chinese 
alchemy, the round primordial being who represents the greater 
man within, the Anthropos, who is akin to God. [“The Personification 
of the Opposites,” CW 14, par. 152.]

No man can 
converse with an 

animus for 5 minutes 
without becoming 
the victim of his 

own anima. 
CG JUNG
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Apotropaic. Like the participation mystique of earlier humanity, apotropaic 
indicates the “magical thinking” that characterizes the vision of early humanity 
and Jung’s art-based process in which the soul is projected into an object (art). 
Jung referred to this as the magical value of art.

“The contents of the collective unconscious . . . are known as archetypes.” Jung
 
Archetype. Recurring patterns in the world, expressed in art as culture and in nature, archetypes connect 
above and below through a psychoid interface that is both conscious and unconscious. . . it seems to me 
probable that the real nature of the archetype is not capable of being made conscious, that it is transcendent, 
on which account I call it psychoid. [“The Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche,” CW 8, p. 213.] 

Archetypal images were exemplified in the Cornwall Seminar by Jung’s reference of the cross as Christian and 
pre-Christian—archetypal. Similarly, the 12 disciples and the role of the virgin mother and death and descent 
for three days were all archetypal themes, while figures like the serpent or snake and flood are archetypal elements 
of creation myths. While the archetypal role of the sacrificed sun god runs through comparative religions, it also 
runs through TRB, which Jung’s soul described as a religion, where Jung was also crucified.

The concept of the archetype . . . is derived from the repeated observation that, for instance, 
the myths and fairytales of world literature contain definite motifs which crop up everywhere. 
We meet these same motifs in the fantasies, dreams, deliria, and delusions of individuals 
living today. These typical images and associations are what I call archetypal ideas. 

The more vivid they associations are what I call archetypal ideas. The more vivid they are, the more they will be 
coloured by particularly strong feeling-tones . . . They impress, influence, and fascinate us. They have their ori-
gin in the archetype, which in itself is an irrepresentable, unconscious, pre-existent form that seems to be part 
of the inherited structure of the psyche and can therefore manifest itself spontaneously anywhere, at any time. 
Because of its instinctual nature, the archetype underlies the feeling-toned complexes [q. v.] and shares their 
autonomy. [“Civilization in Transition,” CW 10, par. 847.] 
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MAGICAL THINKING
Apotropaic and participation mystique

Archetypes are 
images in the soul 
that represent the 

course of one’s life. 
(Jung, Archetypes, 

p.21)

 

Though archetypes are universal by their definition, they have 
personal application in determining and guiding one’s fate or life 
path, since: “Archetypes are images in the soul that represent 
the course of one’s life” (Jung, “Conversations with C. G. Jung, 
Archetypes, p. 21). 



Though archetypes are universal by their definition, they have personal application in 
determining and guiding one’s fate or life path, since: “Archetypes are images in the soul that 
represent the course of one’s life (Jung, “Conversations with C. G. Jung, Archetypes, p. 21). 

Archetypes were structural in contrast to the psychic content held within the structure which changes. Again and 
again I encounter the mistaken notion that an archetype is determined in regard to its content, in other words that 
it is a kind of unconscious idea (if such an expression be admissible). It is necessary to point out once more 
that archetypes are not determined as regards their content, but only as regards their form and then only to a very 
limited degree. 

A primordial image [q. v.] is determined as to its content only when it has become conscious and is therefore filled 
out with the material of conscious experience. Its form, however, filled out with the material of conscious experience. 
Its form, however, . . . might perhaps be compared to the axial system of a crystal, which, as it were, preforms the 
crystalline structure in the mother liquid, although it has no material existence of its own. This first appears 
according to the specific way in which the ions and molecules aggregate. 

The archetype in itself is empty and purely formal, noting but a facultas praeformandim a possibility of representation 
which is given a priori. The representations themselves are not inherited, only the forms, and in that respect they 
correspond in every way to the instincts, which are also determined in form only. The existence of the instincts can 
no more be proved than the existence of the archetypes, so long as they do not manifest themselves concretely. 
[“The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious,” CW 9, pp. 79f.]
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Though archetypes are universal by their definition, they have 
personal application in determining and guiding one’s fate 
or life path, since: “Archetypes are images in the soul that 
represent the course of one’s life” (Jung, “Conversations with 
C. G. Jung, Archetypes, p. 21). 

“Just as the 
constellations were 
projected into the 

heavens, similar figures 
were projected into the 
legends and fairy tales 

or upon historical 
persons.” Jung 

Archetypes are universal by their definition, they have 
personal application in determining and guiding one’s 

fate or life path.

ARCHETYPAL IMAGES
represent the course of one’s life



REAL 
DEMOCRACY  

 

 

DATA ANALYTICS

 

Stemming from an early vision in his RB experience in 
which Jung saw a row of dead and yet living bodies that 
went back through the ages, archetypes express an 
evolution of earlier ideas from times and philosophers 
before like Platonic ideas. 

A recurrent symbol, idea, or motif found in art, 
archetypes provide the numinous energy of the soul’s 
images that guide humanity as the avant-garde through 
time. These images are not dead but “belong to our living 
being” and “in the course of years there developed from 
it [the concept of the living dead] the theory of archetypes” 
(Jung, 1961, p. 173).

Archetypal Psychology. Drawing on archetypal 
patterns and ideas that are stored in and emerge from 
the collective unconscious, archetypal psychology looks 
at emergent patterns in nature and human nature that are 
guided by the soul. 

These patterns take visible and identifiable form in art as 
recurring symbols, like the cross, spiral, or circle and can 
be seen in the composite symbol (like the mandala) and 
composition (structure of the image). Evolved from the 
archetypal conceptions of Jung (which themselves were 
borrowed from Plato and others), archetypal psychology 
is most frequently associated with Hillman who will represent 
the field’s perspective in this website. Founded by James 
Hillman, Patricia Berry, and Rafael López-Pedraza.

Hillman believed that the publication of TRB 
required a new language for psychology, 

looking to art.
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ART; A NEW LANGUAGE
TRB requires a new psychology



ARCHETYPAL SPECTRUM
amygdalas and neuropsychology

Psychic processes
seem to be balances 
of energy flowing 
between spirit and 

instinct... 
(Jung, CW 8m 

para, 407)
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These different responses are hardwired into the brain with self-
described conservative having larger amygdalas for processing 
emotion. HRD draws upon neuropsychological research to 
address the emotions of conservative users by giving diverse 
options to register singular and collective emotional responses, 
while having different iconography for liberals. By reaching out to 
differing demographics we hope to get both groups on the couch, 
so to speak, so that we can begin cultural therapy together.

Archetypal Spectrum. Using the visible light spectrum from 
infrared to ultraviolet, Jung connected below and above as matter 
and spirit through the electromagnetic spectrum in which the 
concrete, immanent feminine was red and the abstract, 
transcendent masculine was violet, spanning the embodied 
archetypal image to the archetype per se or that which the image 
reflects but cannot be embodied directly.

“Psychic processes seem to be balances of energy 
flowing between spirit and instinct, though the 
question of whether a process is to be 
described as spiritual or as instinctual 
remains shrouded in darkness” 
(Jung, CW 8m para, 407). 

The archetypal spectrum is an 
essential concept to Jung’s 
art-based process because we 
see through this process and color 
is the medium of both sight and art
 —the palette of creation. Color theory
 is thus a way to understand the archetypal
 spectrum as a symbology of emotion. 

Art Based Research ...
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 Making art is thus an imaginal methodology that transcends 
the autobiographical element of art in the archetypal role of 
the artist as “higher” and “collective humanity “who carries 

and shapes the unconscious psychic life of mankind,” 
according to Jung (1933, p. 169).

Art-based research. While I use the term art-based research in this website, I will also 
include arts-based and art-informed research in this discussion. During my B.A. in art 
history all of the arts were covered as art—painting foremost but also sculpture, drama, 

music, poetry, videography, and dance. Because of the inclusive use of the term art and 
the specificity of the genre of an illuminated manuscript as well as Jung’s advice to viewing 

the soul as a painting, I have chosen to use the term art-based.

 Though Jung also sculpted, I am sticking to his specific approach in learning and then 
teaching the methodology from TRB. This methodology is notably also art informed (based 
on viewing the art of TRB in active imagination as well as ancient and ritual art from various 
cultures around the world). My choice of art-based (as opposed to informed) is to privilege 

the creation of art which almost always includes an element that is art informed. (While 
art-informed research does not include the creation of art). 

There is in the unconscious an already existing wholeness, the ‘homo totus’ of the Western and 
the Chện-yệ (true man) of Chinese alchemy, the round primordial being who represents the 

greater man within, the Anthropos, who is akin to God. [“The Personification of the Opposites,” 
CW 14, par. 152.]

ART-BASED RESEARCH
an inclusive and illuminated method



TRB is 
recognized as 

“perhaps the best
known example 

of art-based 
research”

 
TRASCENDENT WISDOM
the creative nature of the psyche
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As the blurred distinctions within Jung’s approach to art throughout his lifetime (which are art and arts-based as well 
as art-informed), these are not clear-cut boundaries. Yet they share common core aspects. They are founded on the 
ontological belief in the creative nature of the psyche and the unconscious, and the epistemologically belief that new 
knowledge is created through creativity—as Jung exemplified in TRB. 

In fact, Jung’s RB is recognized by art-based pioneer Shaun McNiff (2014) as “perhaps the best-known 
example” of art-based research (p. 6), a field in which Jung is seen as a pioneer. In asking a question 
that is answered through art, art-based research is hermeneutic (interpretive) and phenomenological 
(experiential). It is also valuable—not only for its beauty but its ugliness: its willingness to tell the 
ugly or repressed truth. Further, art is axiologically valuable because it is imaginal, speaking in 
the wealth of the soul’s images to give birth to the transcendent wisdom of the soul. 
 
Making art is thus an imaginal methodology that transcends the autobiographical element of art in the archetypal role of 
the artist as “higher” and “collective humanity “who carries and shapes the unconscious psychic life of mankind,” 
according to Jung (1933, p. 169). While aspects of Jung’s depth psychological approach have been covered 
in research methodologies like Robert Romanyshyn’s The Wounded Researcher: Research with the soul in mind (p. 
2007), the gap between words and what they fail to say was not filled by art as it is in TRB. 

Both Jung and Romanyshyn’s methodologies use Henri Corbin’s sense of the imaginal to “differentiate a region of 
reality that is intermediate between sense and intellect and that mediates between them” (p. p. 81) as the “world of the 
soul” which has its “ontological status as a domain of reality between the domains of matter and mind” (p. 81). 

Finally, both Jung and Romanyshyn’s methodologies (like almost art and arts-based 
approaches I suspect) take place in the womb of the wound in which the complex 
provides the prima materia for creation. While Romanyshyn indicated that this 
does not mean that “the research is therapy, or that it should be” (p. 136), I 
believe that it is and that this is a critical part of the educational process (see 
Illuminated Example for more discussion).

“We would do well, therefore, to think of the creative process 
as a lilving thing implanted in the human psyche. In the language 
of analytical psychology this living thing is an autonomous complex” 
(Jung, 1922, p. 75).



TO SEE and NOT SEE
enter the image
Association. The linking of ideas and perceptions, based 
on association, similarity, opposition, or causal dependence, 
association was evolved from what Freud referred to as free 
association. What is referred to as directed or controlled 
association in Jungian dream interpretation, including the 
evolution of dream images and related associations.

Jung (1933): “I learned from Freud’s method of free association, 
and I regard my technique [here speaking of his art-based process] 
as a further development of this method” (p. 67).
 
Axiom of Maria. An alchemical precept that Jung used to 
symbolize individuation as a whole. “One becomes two, two 
becomes three, and out of the third comes the one as the 
fourth.” One is the original state of unconscious wholeness; 
two is the conflict of opposition; three adds the transcendent 
function; four is the reunified conscious whole.

Autonomous. The independent or autonomous nature of the 
unconscious characterizes the soul and the complex which Jung 
described as causal for humanity not caused by humanity. In TRB 
art process the personified figures of the soul lead the artist who 
willingly subordinates themselves to the images of the soul, 
entering the image as the native landscape of the soul. Blindness. 

To see and not see is a theme throughout TRB where Jung’s 
soul is blind and he heals her blindness. The gods are also blind 
as are humans, and sight and blindness are prominent motifs in 
what TRB editor Sonu Shamdasani referred to as a psychology 
of sight in which Jung (1961) said: “I did all in my power to 
convey to my intimates a new way of seeing things” (p. 195).

Is it cruel to leave your blinded fellow human beings to their 
own devices? It would be cruel if you could open their eyes. 
But you could open their eyes only if they solicited your opinion 
and help . . . (Jung, 2009, p. 498). 

Is it cruel to leave 
your blinded fellow 

human beings to their 
own devices? It would 
be cruel if you could 

open their eyes.
CG JUNG
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SEEING THRUART
a JUNGIAN approach to imaginal research

 


